The growth or decay of population of a single species interacting with a large number of other species (or environment) according to the Volterra-Lotka model is investigated. When the environment is initially very close to its equilibrium level, the growth of a single species follows a generalized Verhulst law, containing hereditary effects. The derivation, modeled on statistical mechanical theories of Brownian motion, leads also to a "noise" source and to its relation to the heredity kernel. A special case, where the hereditary kernel is a damped exponential function of time, is solved numerically. When growth starts at a level much below equilibrium, the population first overshoots equilibrium and then approaches it. When decay starts at a level much higher than equilibrium, the population first decays precipitously to a very low level and then slowly grows toward equilibrium.
In mathematical treatments of population dynamics (1) two distinct models are often used. One is the Verhulst model (leading to the familiar S-shaped logistic curve); this model describes the.growth or decay of a single species towards its equilibrium population. The other is the Volterra-Lotka model ("big fish eat little fish. . "); this model describes the competitive interaction of several species, and generally leads to periodic fluctuations in their populations. We show here that the Verhulst model follows from the Volterra-Lotka model when certain intuitively plausible conditions are met.
This treatment actually leads to a 2-fold generalization of the Verhulst model. In the first place, we find hereditary effects of a type discussed first by Volterra (2) . In the second place, we find a natural explanation for noise in Verhulst models; this provides a foundation for analyses of noise effects by Leigh (3) and by Goel et al. (1) .
A special case of this generalized Verhulst model is solved numerically to illustrate possible consequences of hereditary effects. When a population grows from a low level, it may overshoot equilibrium and then approach it by damped oscillations. When a population decays from a high level, it may fall substantially below equilibrium in a very short time and then grow as if it were starting off at a low level. This behavior is a consequence of "remembering the past," and is not observed in the absence of hereditary effects.
The method used here was suggested by recent work on the statistical mechanical theory of Brownian motion (). In this application, the "Brownian particle" is a particular species, and the particle's environment or "heat bath" corresponds to the set of many other species interacting with the species of interest. The interaction is governed by the equations of motion of the Volterra-Lotka model.
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Verhulst model
The Verhulst model is defined as follows. Let No(t) be the population of a single species (labeled by the subscript 0) at time t, and let Qo be the equilibrium population of that species.
where k is a rate constant. We expect that the Verhulst model may apply to situations where a new species is introduced into an environment, or where some sudden change in birth rate or feeding habits causes a sudden change in the equilibrium population of a species already existing in an environment. Let us imagine that this happens at time t = 0. At this initial time, species 1 to n are near their equilibrium levels, [5] but the zeroth species may be substantially displaced from its equilibrium level, and terms are collected, we obtain
The kernel K(t), representing hereditary effects on population growth, is given explicitly by K(t) = -E aoQl/2UJk(t)Qkl/2akO [17] k The "noise" is fully determined by all of the initial deviations
[6] The evolution of the zeroth species is governed by
Note that the sum ranges from j = 1 to j = n. The evolution of the jth species, where j # 0, may be separated into two parts,
In the first term on the right-hand side, the sum over k ranges from k = 1 to k = n. These equations are still exact. Now we linearize them in the deviations Nj -Qj, forj J 0.
The new variables xj are defined by Nj(t) = Q1 + Qjl'2x.(t); j $ 0; [9] and a new matrix C>; is defined by Cjk = Qj/2ajkQk2 ; j,k # 0.
[10]
Eq. 8 becomes dxj(t)/dt = (1 + xj/Qj'/2) E' CjkXt ± Q'1/(i + xJ/QJ'/2)ajo(No-Qo). [11] According to our hypothesis about the initial state, all x; are initially small. Let us suppose that they remain small for all subsequent times, or IXj(t)l1 << Qj'/2.
[121]
We discuss the validity of this assumption later. Then Eq. 12 may be linearized, dxj(t)/dt = E cjkxk + Qj'/2ajo(No -Qo). [13] This equation can be solved as an initial value problem. The solution involves the exponential matrix operator Ujk(t) = (exp ct)Oj, [14] where, as before, the indices are not equal to zero. (or food web) is sufficiently diverse, K(t) is expected to decay from its initial value to a "noise level" of the order of 1/nl/2. This decay, which need not be monotone, takes place in a characteristic time T. At times much longer than this, recurrent behavior typical of any almost-periodic function will occur. As long as we are concerned with phenomena only on time scales of the order of T (or small multiples thereof), we may ignore the later recurrences.
During this early period, K(t) is described qualitatively by two parameters, the initial value K(0) and the decay time T.
An illustration
As an illustration which is expected to show the principal qualitative effects of the heredity kernel, we take a special case where K(t) decays exponentially, K(t) = K(0) exp (-t/T), [24] and we neglect the noise term. Then the generalized Verhulst equation becomes
This can be converted to a second-order differential equation as follows. We introduce a new variable v(t), v(t) = log No(t)/Qo
Eq. 28 may be viewed as the equation of motion of a particle. The coordinate is v, the mass is T, the potential is
and there is an added frictional force -dv/dt on the particle. This analogy suggests the kinds of behavior to be expected. For example, in the limit of infinite T, or constant K(t), the motion is periodic. With large finite T, the motion is oscillatory but damped. Because of the asymmetry of the potential, motions starting with large positive v(0) will be quite different from motions starting with large negative v(0 have fixed the time scale by setting k equal to unity. Also, in both cases we show results for the Verhulst limit T = 0, and also for T = 1.
In Fig. 1 , a population grows from an initial value N(0) = Qo/100 to the equilibrium value Qo. In the Verhulst limit, the growth is monotone. When T = 1, the growth starts out more slowly, then accelerates, overshoots, and relaxes to equilibrium.
In Fig. 2 (note the logarithmic scale here!) a population decays from an initial value N(0) = 100 Qo to the equilibrium value Q0. In the Verhulst limit, the decay is monotone and is essentially complete within three or four time units. When T = 1, the initial decay is slower and is followed by a substantial drop below equilibrium. The population is almost wiped out within two or three time units. Then it gradually grows back up to equilibrium, as if it had started out at a very low level. This striking behavior is due to the inertia associated with hereditary effects, and would not occur if the system did not "remember" its past. (Of course, the system has no choice; its behavior is fully determined by the Volterra-Lotka parameters. If this species were also to change its habits, i.e., to vary its birth rate or interactions with the environment, then the story might be different.) [26] so that
[27] On taking another time derivative, we obtain an ordinary differential equation,
[28]
The initial conditions are 
